There are many pivotal moments in history, but they all pale in comparison to the great moment—the birth of Jesus. That moment brought light out of darkness, hope out of despair, and life out of death. Nothing has impacted the entire human race more than the entrance that Jesus made into our world. One moment, one divine moment, transformed reality for every individual. That’s why understanding who Jesus is, simply Jesus, is absolutely essential.

The three birth accounts of Jesus:
- Matthew—Goes back to Abraham
- Luke—Goes back to Adam
- John—Goes back to before the beginning

The three facts often forgotten about Jesus:
1. He existed before the beginning.
   *When the beginning began, the Word was already there!*
2. He was face-to-face with God the Father.
3. Jesus is fully God.

The three ways Jesus impacts our world:
1. He entered our world—1:14
   *He knows my world and what I’m going through.*—Hebrews 4:15-16
2. He is all about life—1:4
   *John used the word life 36 times in his writing.*—10:10, 11:35
3. He is in the blessing business!—1:14-16
   *When one supply of grace is exhausted, He supplies another!*